Shark Apex AZ1002 Duoclean Vacuum Review
Shark is forever upgrading their vacuum cleaners and their latest release is discussed in this Shark Apex
AZ1002 review. The new Shark Apex Duoclean Zero-M Powered Lift-Away Upright Vacuum is different
from previous Shark vacuums. What’s new is the Zero-M Anti Hair Wrap Technology that keeps the
brushrolls free from pet/human hair tangling.

There are 3 Shark patented technologies that are highlighted with the Shark Apex Duoclean AZ1002
vacuum:
DuoClean - picks up large, small, and stuck on particles
Powered Lift-Away - remove the canister and continue high powered cleaning under furniture
Zero-M - actively removes hair wrap so you don’t have to

Shark Apex AZ1002 DuoClean Review
As per the Shark Apex as seen on TV offer all of the 3 technologies are built into this latest vacuum. It’s
built for anyone but especially for pet owners as the Zero-M technology protects your vacuum from pet
hair wrap. Here are the details on what you get with the TV offer which has two options:

As a recommendation the Shark Apex is available on Amazon and has multiple customer
reviews. Amazon customers have rated the vacuum a 4.1 out of 5 stars with 58% of customers giving it 5
stars. You can read the personal Shark Apex AZ1002 Duoclean reviews here!
Option #1
Shark APEX DuoClean Zero-M Vacuum
Duoclean technology
Zero-m cleaner head
12” crevice tool
Pet multi-tool
90 day money back guarantee
5 year VIP warranty
Bonus gift multiflex under appliance wand - flexible elbow to clean hard to reach places
5 year VIP warranty
1 payment of $299.40 free shipping
$25 per month with affirm
3,6,12 month payment plans
Option #2
Shark APEX DuoClean Zero-M Vacuum with TruePet upgrade and free Shark Steam Mop
DuoClean technology
Zero-M cleaner head
12” crevice tool
Pet multi-tool
90 day money back guarantee
Lifetime VIP warranty
Motorized pet tool
Canister caddy
Multi-angle dusting brush
Flexi crevice tool
Accessory bag
Bonus gifts - Shark Steam Mop, MultiFLEX Under-Appliance Wand
1 payment of $419.40 free shipping
$35 per month with affirm
3,6,12 month payment plans
Shark Apex Zero M Highlights
The biggest takeaway of the Shark Apex AZ1002 is the Zero-M technology that prevents the front rollers
from collecting all kinds of hair. No one enjoys cleaning the hair and debris that collects there so with this
latest advancement you won’t have to frustrate yourself anymore. You will be getting the best Shark has
to offer in vacuum features and if you consider the upgrade the bonus gift is a Shark Steam Mop.
Zero-M Technology

This advanced cleaner head is designed with bristle guards and comb that work together to remove hair
from the brushroll and bristles. From the videos you can see how well this design works. It works great
for pet owners with dogs that shed. After reading this Shark Apex AZ1002 review you will see how this
one vacuum can keep your home hair free.
DuoClean Technology
The DuoClean technology is a dual brushroll system consisting of an extra-wide softroll brush in the front
and a large bristle brush behind it. This design allows a variety of particles to be picked up including large,
small, and stuck on dirt.
It’s capable of picking up large dust piles without making a bigger mess of spreading the pile around. The
Shark Apex AZ1002 Duoclean technology allows user to transition from carpets to hard surface floors
easily. This technology eliminates the need for a broom and dustpan.
Powered Lift-Away Technology
With most traditional upright vacuums you can’t remove the canister to clean underneath objects. The
Powered Lift-Away feature allows removal of the canister to reach those hard to reach areas without
sacrificing suction power.
3 ground breaking technologies all in one vacuum
Advanced Anti-allergen Complete Seal technology + HEPA filter
Active-Glide Technology
Noise Reduction Technology
LED lights on handle and floor nozzle
True deep carpet cleaning
Hugs walls and edges
As a recommendation the Shark Apex AZ1002 is available on Amazon and has multiple customer
reviews. Amazon customers have rated the vacuum a 4.1 out of 5 stars with 58% of customers giving it 5
stars. You can read the customer Shark Apex AZ1002 review here!
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